Abstract: Thanks to the development of Internet of Things (IoT) technologies, wearable markets have been growing rapidly. Smartwatches can be said to be the most representative product in wearable markets, and involve various hardware technologies in order to overcome the limitations of small hardware. Motion recognition sensors are a representative example of those hardware technologies. However, smartwatches and motion recognition sensors that can be worn by users may pose security threats of password pattern leakage. In the present paper, passwords are inferred through experiments to obtain password patterns inputted by users using motion recognition sensors, and verification of the results and the accuracy of the results is shown.
Introduction
Before smartwatches were released onto the market, the watches were simply intended to identify time. However, thanks to the release of smartwatches embedded with a processor and an operating system, watches began to include instruments (smartwatches) that are used not only to identify time, but also to perform diverse functions simultaneously, and have been becoming more and more convenient to use [1] . One of representative functions of smartwatches is the fitness function, such as the measurement of step counts and calorie consumption [2] . The fitness function of smartwatches operates by calculating the rotation, direction, and movements of watches using gyroscopes that sense movements, measurement sensors such as acceleration sensors, gravity sensors, and terrestrial magnetism sensors that sense directions. Application developers utilize these measurement sensors as motion sensors to understand users' motions, that is, as motion recognition sensors, which recognize users' motions to perform certain functions, and are used as controllers, such as those that turn off the screen or maintain the screen dark as a default, and brighten the screen when the user has raised his/her hand [3] .
The present paper noted the fact that most smartwatches support motion recognition sensors as described above, while being wearable devices that are worn on users' wrists [4] . Since smartwatches are worn on users' wrists, users' wrist movements can be exposed to motion recognition sensors. The exposure of wrist movements can easily break down individuals' privacy and important security elements [5] . This is closely related to modern trends where analog devices are replaced by digital devices. For instance, most private houses' front doors are opened and locked using digital door locks by entering passwords instead of using mechanical keys, and banking is done through automatic teller machines (ATMs) instead of through bank clerks using paper bankbooks. In a digitalized society, attackers intending to make ill use of the convenience of digital systems are most interested in 'passwords' that are individuals' unique character strings based on agreements made in advance for security. Passwords for digital door locks on front doors or those used for banking are four-digit numbers without any character string in most cases, and the positions of numbers on password input panels are invariable in most cases. Furthermore, security keys such as passwords or personal identification numbers (PINs) are input directly with the users' fingers. To input security keys, users make upward, downward, leftward, and rightward wrist movements, and the possibility of leakage of these movements through motion recognition sensors in smartwatches is a major subject in the present paper.
To confirm the issue as such, in the present paper, after users wearing a smartwatch input passwords into password input panels of machines such as automated teller machines, the patterns of the wrist movements was analyzed to estimate the passwords entered by the users.
The present paper is composed as follows. In Section 2, the proposed method devised to achieve the objective are explained and in Section 3, experiments conducted based on the method proposed in the present paper are explained and the results are shown. The results are verified in Section 4 and in Section 5, motion recognition sensor related works are mentioned and conclusions are drawn in Section 6. Figure 1 is a diagram of the method proposed in the present paper. The method proposed in the present paper consisted of a smartwatch, a smartphone connected to the smartwatch, and a server for prediction of passwords. We identified the wrist movements relevant to password input using the measured values from the accelerometer sensor of the smartwatch and the measured values of the gyroscope sensor. The smartwatch was used to simply transmit the relevant measured values to the smartphone. In the smartphone, the password pattern was converted into an image based on the measured value transmitted from the smartwatch, and the relevant image was transmitted to the server. The server predicted the password based on the transmitted image by applying the algorithm to the image. keys such as passwords or personal identification numbers (PINs) are input directly with the users' fingers. To input security keys, users make upward, downward, leftward, and rightward wrist movements, and the possibility of leakage of these movements through motion recognition sensors in smartwatches is a major subject in the present paper.
Proposed Methods
The present paper is composed as follows. In Section 2, the proposed method devised to achieve the objective are explained and in Section 3, experiments conducted based on the method proposed in the present paper are explained and the results are shown. The results are verified in Section 4 and in Section 5, motion recognition sensor related works are mentioned and conclusions are drawn in Section 6. Figure 1 is a diagram of the method proposed in the present paper. The method proposed in the present paper consisted of a smartwatch, a smartphone connected to the smartwatch, and a server for prediction of passwords. We identified the wrist movements relevant to password input using the measured values from the accelerometer sensor of the smartwatch and the measured values of the gyroscope sensor. The smartwatch was used to simply transmit the relevant measured values to the smartphone. In the smartphone, the password pattern was converted into an image based on the measured value transmitted from the smartwatch, and the relevant image was transmitted to the server. The server predicted the password based on the transmitted image by applying the algorithm to the image. 

Identifying User Behaviors
When seen from the perspective of an attacker trying to steal the password of a user wearing a smartwatch, the accurate password pattern cannot be easily obtained if the movements of the smartwatch are continuously collected because the user wearing a smartwatch walks and conducts other activities of daily living, such as typing on a computer keyboard and eating meals. Therefore, we inferred certain behavior patterns of users when they pressed their password at an ATM, and assumed the points of the start and end of transmission.
Raise the arm 2. Take the actions to input a password 3. Lower the arm
The sensor-measured values for the movements of the smartwatch immediately following the behavior set forth above were transmitted to the smartphone. 
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Lower the arm The sensor-measured values for the movements of the smartwatch immediately following the behavior set forth above were transmitted to the smartphone. Figure 2 shows an example of the behavior that indicates the start of sensor transmission assumed in Section 2.1. The figures on the top show the process of raising the arm to enter the password, and the smartwatch screens on the bottom show the related states of the smartwatch with regard to the transmission of the sensor values. Table 1 shows that The English words displayed on the smartwatch screen explain the following states.
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State Explanation Stable
The measured values were not transmitted. Send
The measured values were transmitted.
Transmission of Sensor Measured Values
In the present paper, among motion recognition sensors, only accelerometer sensors were used for recording of measured values because accelerometer sensors are fusion sensors that can also sense gravity and angular speed, and they can produce the results of many sensors without using other sensors, through the inclusion of several calculation methods.
Acceleration Sensor
In general, the dictionary definition of 'acceleration' is the degree to which speed changes over time [6, 7] . For instance, acceleration is related to the feeling of the body being pushed into the car seat when the accelerator pedal has been pressed down. Therefore, it may be difficult to be certain of acceleration acting downwards on a mass even when it remains still due to the effects of gravity. However, in the formula F = ma, acceleration a is associated with force F through the proportional constant termed mass. Therefore, acceleration proportional to force exists everywhere that force exists. In addition to the above theory, there is a kind of acceleration that we always feel on earth, termed gravitational acceleration [7 8] .
Therefore, sensors embedded in devices also measure an acceleration of 9.8 m/s when they are in the direction of gravity. Given the foregoing, it can be seen that the concepts of gravity sensors and acceleration sensors are not apart from each other [9, 10] .
Because acceleration is physically composed of vector quantities that have sizes and directions, in the present paper, the sizes and directions of movements of smartwatches are measured based on the measured values of acceleration sensors along the x-, y-, and z-axes. 
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Acceleration Sensor
In general, the dictionary definition of 'acceleration' is the degree to which speed changes over time [6, 7] . For instance, acceleration is related to the feeling of the body being pushed into the car seat when the accelerator pedal has been pressed down. Therefore, it may be difficult to be certain of acceleration acting downwards on a mass even when it remains still due to the effects of gravity. However, in the formula F = ma, acceleration a is associated with force F through the proportional constant termed mass. Therefore, acceleration proportional to force exists everywhere that force exists. In addition to the above theory, there is a kind of acceleration that we always feel on earth, termed gravitational acceleration [7, 8] . Therefore, sensors embedded in devices also measure an acceleration of 9.8 m/s 2 when they are in the direction of gravity. Given the foregoing, it can be seen that the concepts of gravity sensors and acceleration sensors are not apart from each other [9, 10] .
Because acceleration is physically composed of vector quantities that have sizes and directions, in the present paper, the sizes and directions of movements of smartwatches are measured based on the measured values of acceleration sensors along the x-, y-, and z-axes.
The measurements of coordinate systems and movements are also calculated based on device coordinate systems as shown in Figure 3 . As shown in Figure 3 , if the device is moved left, the x-axis measured value will decreases, and conversely, if the device is moved right, the x-axis measured value will increase (Figure 3a) . Here, a general range of measurement is approximately ± 4. With regard to up-down movements, that is, changes in location along the y-axis, if the device is moved upward, the y-axis measured value will increase and if the device is moved downward, the y-axis measured value will decrease (Figure 3b ). The measurements of coordinate systems and movements are also calculated based on device coordinate systems as shown in Figure 3 . As shown in Figure 3 , if the device is moved left, the x-axis measured value will decreases, and conversely, if the device is moved right, the x-axis measured value will increase (Figure3a). Here, a general range of measurement is approximately ± 4. With regard to up-down movements, that is, changes in location along the y-axis, if the device is moved upward, the y-axis measured value will increase and if the device is moved downward, the y-axis measured value will decrease (Figure3b). 
Simple Movements of Smartwatches in the Process of Inputting Passwords
The left drawing in Figure 4 ( Figure 4a ) is a view of movements when the user inputs a four-digit password 5980, the central drawing is the smartwatch movement pattern for the user's movements, and the right drawing is the resultant changes in the acceleration sensor's measured values. As can be seen from the drawings in Figure 4b , user's movements to input passwords and the related movements of the smartphone can be regarded to be quite similar to each other. The related acceleration sensor's measured values are recorded using the x-and y-axes measured values because the movements are simple upward, downward, leftward, and rightward movements. 
Smartwatch Movements when Password Pressing Actions are Taken
If the user presses a pattern that is drawn only in the horizontal direction, such as 1333, the movements of the smartwatch and the acceleration sensor's measured values will be recorded as shown in Figure 5 . In this case, although the pattern of the password can be deduced, the password cannot be easily estimated. 
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The left drawing in Figure 4 ( Figure 4a ) is a view of movements when the user inputs a four-digit password 5980, the central drawing is the smartwatch movement pattern for the user's movements, and the right drawing is the resultant changes in the acceleration sensor's measured values. As can be seen from the drawings in Figure 4b , user's movements to input passwords and the related movements of the smartphone can be regarded to be quite similar to each other. The related acceleration sensor's measured values are recorded using the x-and y-axes measured values because the movements are simple upward, downward, leftward, and rightward movements. The measurements of coordinate systems and movements are also calculated based on device coordinate systems as shown in Figure 3 . As shown in Figure 3 , if the device is moved left, the x-axis measured value will decreases, and conversely, if the device is moved right, the x-axis measured value will increase (Figure3a). Here, a general range of measurement is approximately ± 4. With regard to up-down movements, that is, changes in location along the y-axis, if the device is moved upward, the y-axis measured value will increase and if the device is moved downward, the y-axis measured value will decrease (Figure3b). 
Smartwatch Movements when Password Pressing Actions are Taken
If the user presses a pattern that is drawn only in the horizontal direction, such as 1333, the movements of the smartwatch and the acceleration sensor's measured values will be recorded as shown in Figure 5 . In this case, although the pattern of the password can be deduced, the password cannot be easily estimated. To solve such exceptions, motions made when passwords are pressed were identified. To this end, decreases in the z-axis values of the acceleration sensor were utilized. That is, as shown in Figure 6 , pressing actions were recorded when the measured value of the z-axis had decreased and increased thereafter. 
Terminate Transmission a Measurement Values
In the present paper, the transmission of the measured values was terminated at the motion of the user to 'lower the arm' after taking the motion to enter the password. Figure 7 shows the time point of termination, that is, the user's motion to lower the arm and resultant states of the smartwatch. While the user was inputting the password, the measured values of the smartwatch were recorded and transmitted as a 'Send' state. However, at the time point where the arm was completely lowered, the smartwatch was put into a stable state and the recording of measured values was terminated. To solve such exceptions, motions made when passwords are pressed were identified. To this end, decreases in the z-axis values of the acceleration sensor were utilized. That is, as shown in Figure 6 , pressing actions were recorded when the measured value of the z-axis had decreased and increased thereafter. To solve such exceptions, motions made when passwords are pressed were identified. To this end, decreases in the z-axis values of the acceleration sensor were utilized. That is, as shown in Figure 6 , pressing actions were recorded when the measured value of the z-axis had decreased and increased thereafter. 
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Terminate Transmission a Measurement Values
In the present paper, the transmission of the measured values was terminated at the motion of the user to 'lower the arm' after taking the motion to enter the password. Figure 7 shows the time point of termination, that is, the user's motion to lower the arm and resultant states of the smartwatch. While the user was inputting the password, the measured values of the smartwatch were recorded and transmitted as a 'Send' state. However, at the time point where the arm was completely lowered, the smartwatch was put into a stable state and the recording of measured values was terminated. To solve such exceptions, motions made when passwords are pressed were identified. To this end, decreases in the z-axis values of the acceleration sensor were utilized. That is, as shown in Figure 6 , pressing actions were recorded when the measured value of the z-axis had decreased and increased thereafter. 
Password Estimation
In the present paper, password patterns were acquired through the movements of users wearing a smartwatch when they pressed passwords. Upward, downward, leftward, rightward, and diagonal movements were recorded as the movements of the acceleration sensor along the x-axis and the y-axis, and the actions to press passwords were measured with changes in the acceleration sensor's positions along the z-axis. However, there were difficulties in estimating actual numbers pressed by users when based on only these movement patterns.
To solve this problem, in the present paper, acquired patterns were used as information to estimate the numbers actually pressed by users. Figure 8 shows the method proposed in the present paper that was used to estimate pressed passwords based on acquired patterns. Let us assume that a pattern of a four-digit password was acquired as shown in the left figure. Here, the numbers on the pattern indicate actions taken to press the panel, that is, the sections in which the z-axis measured values decreased and increased thereafter and the numbers do not indicate the numbers in the password pressed by the user but the order of pressing. That is, the user took actions to pressed the password input panel in order of the numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4. In the present paper, password patterns were acquired through the movements of users wearing a smartwatch when they pressed passwords. Upward, downward, leftward, rightward, and diagonal movements were recorded as the movements of the acceleration sensor along the x-axis and the y-axis, and the actions to press passwords were measured with changes in the acceleration sensor's positions along the z-axis. However, there were difficulties in estimating actual numbers pressed by users when based on only these movement patterns.
To solve this problem, in the present paper, acquired patterns were used as information to estimate the numbers actually pressed by users. Figure 8 shows the method proposed in the present paper that was used to estimate pressed passwords based on acquired patterns. Let us assume that a pattern of a four-digit password was acquired as shown in the left figure. Here, the numbers on the pattern indicate actions taken to press the panel, that is, the sections in which the z-axis measured values decreased and increased thereafter and the numbers do not indicate the numbers in the password pressed by the user but the order of pressing. That is, the user took actions to pressed the password input panel in order of the numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4. In the present paper, the user's password input panel was assumed as shown in the central figure in Figure 8 . The password input panel as such was simply regarded as a grid plate. In the present paper, the pattern was shown on a grid plate, as shown in the right figure in Figure 8 . Before estimating actual numbers, the sizes of coordinates, that is, the range to be used in calculations, was set simply for the accuracy of estimated numbers. Figure 9 shows the method of setting the range of estimation. First, 1 is located at the left end and 2 is located at the right end. The horizontal range of estimation is set based on 1 and 2, that is, the left end and the right end. In addition, 1 is located not only at the left and but also at the top and 4 is located at the bottom. The vertical range of estimation is set based on 1 and 4, that is, the uppermost and the lowermost coordinates. In the present paper, the user's password input panel was assumed as shown in the central figure in Figure 8 . The password input panel as such was simply regarded as a grid plate. In the present paper, the pattern was shown on a grid plate, as shown in the right figure in Figure 8 . Before estimating actual numbers, the sizes of coordinates, that is, the range to be used in calculations, was set simply for the accuracy of estimated numbers. Figure 9 shows the method of setting the range of estimation. First, 1 is located at the left end and 2 is located at the right end. The horizontal range of estimation is set based on 1 and 2, that is, the left end and the right end. In addition, 1 is located not only at the left and but also at the top and 4 is located at the bottom. The vertical range of estimation is set based on 1 and 4, that is, the uppermost and the lowermost coordinates. The final range of estimation can be indicated as shown by the left drawing of Figure 10 which shows the common segment of the horizontal range of estimation and the vertical range of estimation.
Next, the estimations of actually pressed numbers are calculated. In the present paper, the estimations were calculated based on the coordinates where pressing actions were taken. In particular, the leftmost, rightmost, uppermost, and lowermost coordinates are used as important information for estimation. For instance, let us estimate the actual numbers pressed by the user from the first number to the last one, based on the acquired pattern shown in Figure 10 . First, calculations as such can be easily understood by assuming that the pattern is drawn on the central figure in Figure 8 that is, the password input panel. Let us think about the location where the first pressing action was taken, that is, the location where 1 was output and the location where the second pressing action was taken, that is, the location where 2 was output. Since the location where the last pressing action was taken, that is, the location where 4 was output, is located between locations 1 and 2, the password input numbers 1 and 3, 4 and 6, and 7 and 9 are expected for the locations 1 and 2. Next, the location where the third pressing action was taken, that is, the location where 3 was output, is located below the location where 2 was output, and 3, 6, and 9 in the password input panel are located on the same vertical row. Therefore, The final range of estimation can be indicated as shown by the left drawing of Figure 10 which shows the common segment of the horizontal range of estimation and the vertical range of estimation.
Next, the estimations of actually pressed numbers are calculated. In the present paper, the estimations were calculated based on the coordinates where pressing actions were taken. In particular, the leftmost, rightmost, uppermost, and lowermost coordinates are used as important information for estimation. For instance, let us estimate the actual numbers pressed by the user from the first number to the last one, based on the acquired pattern shown in Figure 10 . First, calculations as such can be easily understood by assuming that the pattern is drawn on the central figure in Figure 8 that is, the password input panel. Let us think about the location where the first pressing action was taken, that is, the location where 1 was output and the location where the second pressing action was taken, that is, the location where 2 was output. Since the location where the last pressing action was taken, that is, the location where 4 was output, is located between locations 1 and 2, the password input numbers 1 and 3, 4 and 6, and 7 and 9 are expected for the locations 1 and 2. Next, the location where the third pressing action was taken, that is, the location where 3 was output, is located below the location where 2 was output, and 3, 6, and 9 in the password input panel are located on the same vertical row. Therefore, Next, the estimations of actually pressed numbers are calculated. In the present paper, the estimations were calculated based on the coordinates where pressing actions were taken. In particular, the leftmost, rightmost, uppermost, and lowermost coordinates are used as important information for estimation. For instance, let us estimate the actual numbers pressed by the user from the first number to the last one, based on the acquired pattern shown in Figure 10 . First, calculations as such can be easily understood by assuming that the pattern is drawn on the central figure in Figure 8 that is, the password input panel. Let us think about the location where the first pressing action was taken, that is, the location where 1 was output and the location where the second pressing action was taken, that is, the location where 2 was output.
Since the location where the last pressing action was taken, that is, the location where 4 was output, is located between locations 1 and 2, the password input numbers 1 and 3, 4 and 6, and 7 and 9 are expected for the locations 1 and 2. Next, the location where the third pressing action was taken, that is, the location where 3 was output, is located below the location where 2 was output, and 3, 6, and 9 in the password input panel are located on the same vertical row. Therefore, regardless of whether the estimated number pressed by the second pressing action is 3 or 6, the estimated number pressed by the third pressing action becomes 6 or 9. In the same manner, since 1, 2, or 3 is located at the location where the last pressing action was taken, that is, the location where 4 was output, 1 was output on the left and 2 and 3 were output on the right, the password input numbers 8 or 0 can be expected.
The estimated numbers explained as above are set forth in Table 2 . According to the acquired pattern shown in Figure 8 , the finally expected passwords are 1368, 1360, 1390, and 4690. 
Computational Complexity
Prediction of passwords in the present paper was calculated based on the obtained pattern images. Coordinate values were judged to have been pressed on the grid plate, and the areas above, below, left, right to the stored nodes were explored to predict the password. If the password was pressed on one coordinate value only, as with 3333, the computational complexity was shown as O(1) because there was no need to explore the areas above, below, left, or right of the coordinate value, and even in the worst case where all the areas above, below, left, right to the coordinate value were explored, the computational complexity was shown as O n 2 .
Filter and Inertia
Pure measured values of sensors involved errors such as noises, drifts, and zero offset. Various filters were necessary to improve the accuracy and precision of the sensors' measured values.
Low-Pass Filter
Low-pass filters are used in acceleration sensors to remove gravity acceleration [11] . Since the measured values used in the present paper required pure acceleration removed of gravitational acceleration, gravitational acceleration was removed from measured values of acceleration. Low-pass filters as such were used during data equalization to minimize noise. A general method of applying low-pass filters for data equalization is used by obtaining the newest value through weighting of the previous average value. The equalization parameter a is used as follows Formula (1):
where x (the value collected the most recently) weighted by a is added to the value calculated previously, and the previous value weighed by a is deducted to obtain the difference. If a is close to a value of 1, the new value will be x, and if a is close to zero, the new value in the calculation formula will not be different from the previous value. Here, x can have the desired level of effects on the new value.
Kalman Filter
Purely measured sensor values cannot be easily utilized accurately, due to interference and noises. To solve this problem, an optimum mathematical calculation process was introduced that enabled the prediction of locations after a certain time, by analyzing existing measured values mixed with noises through the least-squares method. This calculation process is called the Kalman Filter [12] . To mention Symmetry 2017, 9, 101 9 of 21 with expansion, the Kalman Filter is based on measurement progression over time. More accurate results can be expected from the Kalman Filter than from using the results of measurements conducted only at relevant moments. The Kalman Filter recursively processes input data including noise, and enables optimum statistical deduction of the current states. The entire algorithm can be divided into two parts; prediction and update. The prediction refers to the prediction of the current states and the update refers to the enabling of more accurate prediction by including the measurements observed in the current state. As shown in Figure 11 , the measured values of the smartwatch accelerometer sensor before applying the Kalman Filter pose difficulties in accurate measurement due to noise. This poses difficulties in acquiring the smartwatch's movement patterns, and the application of the Kalman Filter reduces noise in measured values to assist in the acquisition of accurate patterns. measurements conducted only at relevant moments. The Kalman Filter recursively processes input data including noise, and enables optimum statistical deduction of the current states. The entire algorithm can be divided into two parts; prediction and update. The prediction refers to the prediction of the current states and the update refers to the enabling of more accurate prediction by including the measurements observed in the current state. As shown in Figure 11 , the measured values of the smartwatch accelerometer sensor before applying the Kalman Filter pose difficulties in accurate measurement due to noise. This poses difficulties in acquiring the smartwatch's movement patterns, and the application of the Kalman Filter reduces noise in measured values to assist in the acquisition of accurate patterns. 
Inertia
Inertia refers to the tendency to maintain the state of movements, and the resistance of objects when the state of movements is changed. All movements on the earth follow this law of inertia and the movements of sensors are not exceptional.
After moving a smartwatch laid onto a plane, the values as shown in Figure 12 were measured in real life. As shown in the right-hand figure in Figure 12 , the smartwatch's movement, which should be recorded with one line, was actually recorded by two lines.
Changes in the acceleration sensor's measured values, and the portion actually relevant to the present paper, are shown in Figure 13 . 
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Changes in the acceleration sensor's measured values, and the portion actually relevant to the present paper, are shown in Figure 13 . Symmetry 2017, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 10 of 21 Since the smartwatch was moved to the right, the values of movement along the x-axis should be positive numbers. When moved to the right, among the measured positive numbers, only the maximum value was recorded, and other values were omitted.
Experiment
In this section, the objective of the present paper is presented and methods that were planned and implemented in the present paper were proposed.
Experimental Environment
First, we used the LG Urbane smartwatch (LG Electronics, Seoul, South Korea) [13] , and the Samsung Galaxy 6 (Samsung Electronics, Suwon, South Korea) [14] as a smartphone connected to the smartwatch. In addition, we made an effort to perform the experiment in an environment very similar to the actual environment where passwords are entered into an actual ATM. To this end, we first checked the exterior specifications of ATMs. The ATM selected for the study was the ATM of the bank used the most frequently in the area where we were located, and we selected one of the most crowded places containing ATM users. Figure 14 shows an experimental environment assumed to configure an environment maximally close to a real ATM. In the place where the actual user was standing, the height of the screen was approximately 85 cm. Therefore, a test password input device tablet was placed on a table, which was approximately 85 cm high to replicate the same height for the test. In addition, the screen used to enter actual passwords was 7 cm wide and 10 cm long, and the experimental application for the tablet used in the test was also made in the same size. The password input device of actual ATMs was tilted by approximately 5°. Since this is almost the same as a flat surface, the experimental tablet was set to be placed on a flat surface. Since the smartwatch was moved to the right, the values of movement along the x-axis should be positive numbers. When moved to the right, among the measured positive numbers, only the maximum value was recorded, and other values were omitted.
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Experiment
Experimental Environment
First, we used the LG Urbane smartwatch (LG Electronics, Seoul, South Korea) [13] , and the Samsung Galaxy 6 (Samsung Electronics, Suwon, South Korea) [14] as a smartphone connected to the smartwatch. In addition, we made an effort to perform the experiment in an environment very similar to the actual environment where passwords are entered into an actual ATM. To this end, we first checked the exterior specifications of ATMs. The ATM selected for the study was the ATM of the bank used the most frequently in the area where we were located, and we selected one of the most crowded places containing ATM users. Figure 14 shows an experimental environment assumed to configure an environment maximally close to a real ATM. In the place where the actual user was standing, the height of the screen was approximately 85 cm. Therefore, a test password input device tablet was placed on a table, which was approximately 85 cm high to replicate the same height for the test. In addition, the screen used to enter actual passwords was 7 cm wide and 10 cm long, and the experimental application for the tablet used in the test was also made in the same size. The password input device of actual ATMs was tilted by approximately 5°. Since this is almost the same as a flat surface, the experimental tablet was set to be placed on a flat surface. In the experiment, we wore a smartwatch on the right wrist because most people enter their password with their right hand. Most people wear the watch on the left wrist regardless of whether they are left-handed or right-handed [15, 16] . However, in general, right-handed women tend to wear a smartwatch on their right wrist, and some forums argue that they generally wear a smartwatch on their right wrist [17, 18] . Furthermore, according to a study conducted by [19] , approximately 30% of all people are ambidextrous, and their hands where they wear accessories vary with certain working environments. In addition, manufacturers of smartwatches such as Samsung and Apple have announced that left-handed people wear smartwatches on their right wrist [20, 21] and they separately support left-handed people's mode for such users [22, 23] . Moreover, among smartwatch applications, fitness applications such as those that measure the trajectory of the wrist to help the correction of exercise postures have been released. Unlike general watches, these applications should be worn on the right wrist because they are loaded on smartwatches. The smartwatch market will continue to develop, and these fitness applications are a reason for why many people wear the smartwatch on their right wrist.
Scenario
In the present paper, users wearing a smartwatch input passwords as four-digit numbers into the password input panel on a plane like an ATM, the password patterns were acquired, and the passwords were estimated based on the patterns.
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Pattern Acquisition
passwords consisted of four-digit numbers, and for the 10 test cases, seven passwords had characteristic shapes such as horizontal, vertical, triangle, and diagonal, and in addition to the characteristic shapes, passwords that contained overlapping numbers were also included. In addition, two test cases were randomly input to conduct experiments on password pattern acquisition.
Pattern Acquisition by Angle Change
We tried to prepare an environment very similar to the actual ATMs. Also, the password input device of actual ATMs was tilted by approximately 5 • , which is almost the same as a flat surface, and the experimental tablet was placed on a flat surface. Since the acceleration sensors mounted on the smartwatch are fusion sensors that can also sense gravity and angular speed, the acquired password pattern can be different depending on the angle of the ATM's keypad. For this reason, we discussed how the password patterns were acquired as the keypad angle increased by 10 • . Table 5 shows acquired password patterns as the angle increases by 10 • , using the same password (9054) within the experiment to compare. As the angle changed, there was no significant difference in the acquired password pattern, but when compared to the flat surface (0 • ), additional lines were drawn. This was indicated by a hatched rectangle, and it confirmed that the greater the angle increased, the longer the length increased. However, in this paper, we estimate the action to press passwords as changes in the z-axis, so even if such lines are added, there was still no difficulty in estimating the password. 
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Pattern Acquisition by Angle Change
We tried to prepare an environment very similar to the actual ATMs. Also, the password input device of actual ATMs was tilted by approximately 5°, which is almost the same as a flat surface, and the experimental tablet was placed on a flat surface. Since the acceleration sensors mounted on the smartwatch are fusion sensors that can also sense gravity and angular speed, the acquired password pattern can be different depending on the angle of the ATM's keypad. For this reason, we discussed how the password patterns were acquired as the keypad angle increased by 10°. Table 5 shows acquired password patterns as the angle increases by 10°, using the same password (9054) within the experiment to compare. As the angle changed, there was no significant difference in the acquired password pattern, but when compared to the flat surface (0°), additional lines were drawn. This was indicated by a hatched rectangle, and it confirmed that the greater the angle increased, the longer the length increased. However, in this paper, we estimate the action to press passwords as changes in the z-axis, so even if such lines are added, there was still no difficulty in estimating the password. Table 6 shows the results of the password estimation analysis. 3.6. Results of Password Estimation Table 6 shows the results of the password estimation analysis. of overlapping digits decreases, the range of movements of pattern increases and the range of locations of pressing actions would also increase, leading to narrower ranges of estimation.
Results of Password Estimation
Reduction Rates for the Number of Cases According to Pattern Complexity
On reviewing Figures 15 and 16 once again, it can be seen that the rate of reduction of the number of cases increased as the number of digits of passwords increased and the number of overlapping digits decreased. This means that the rate of reduction of the number of cases decreased when the motions taken by the user to input passwords were wider and more complex and the locations where the motions were taken were not overlapping and were more complicated. Organized according to the number of digits, the reduction rates according to the complexity of user's password patterns can be explained with Figure 17 . It was shown that when the actions taken by the user to input the password were more complicated, the reduction rate was higher. If the number of digits of the passwords were one, the total number of cases of passwords would be 10. However, the reduction rate would be zero because the user took only one action for each password, and the number of estimated passwords would also be 10. Even when the number of digits of passwords was only increased to two, the reduction rates would increase drastically because the total number of cases increases by a power of 10, but the number of estimated passwords in the present paper was not large enough to the extent that the number exceeded 10. Figure 16 shows the rates of reduction of the numbers of cases according to the numbers of overlapping digits calculated on the basis of four-digit passwords. It can be seen that as the number of overlapping digits increased, the reduction rate decreased. This is because, if all the numbers in four digits were assumed to be the same, the user would take pressing actions at the same location, leading to a wider range of passwords that could be estimated. On the contrary, when the number of overlapping digits decreases, the range of movements of pattern increases and the range of locations of pressing actions would also increase, leading to narrower ranges of estimation.
Reduction Rates for Number of Cases by the Number of Overlapping Digits
user's password patterns can be explained with Figure 17 . It was shown that when the actions taken by the user to input the password were more complicated, the reduction rate was higher. 
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Binary Classification Result
The precision, recall factors, and F-scores calculated in 20 test cases are as shown in Table 8 . The precision is the probability for the actual password to be included in the predicted passwords, the recall rate is the probability for predicted passwords to be included in the actual passwords, and the f-score is a score obtained by the formula; f-score = 2×(precision × recall/precision+recall) [24 ] . The precision was identified to be low through calculations with values not exceeding 33% in most cases because although the number of cases of passwords that could be 1000 in the case of four digit passwords was reduced to 1~7, the actual number of passwords was fixed to 1. However, since all the groups of passwords predicted using the method proposed in the present paper included actual passwords, the recall factors were identified as 100% in all cases.
Energy Efficient
We have also set forth the energy efficiency of the smartwatch and smartphone with regard to password prediction. Figure 18 shows a graph of the amounts of energy consumed in the experiment described in the present paper. The upper side shows the energy consumed when one test case is experimented. One test case took approximately 5 s of experimental time and both the smartwatch and smartphone showed a charge amount of 99.8%. The bottom side is a report on the amount of energy 
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Related Work
Studies of attacks on components of smart devices such as sensors have mainly dealt with threats that may arise from using smart device sensors, rather than from the weaknesses of algorithms that can occur within the code of the application that runs the sensor [25, 26] . Most smart devices are installed not with only motion sensors, but with other sensors such as various cameras, 
Studies of attacks on components of smart devices such as sensors have mainly dealt with threats that may arise from using smart device sensors, rather than from the weaknesses of algorithms that can occur within the code of the application that runs the sensor [25, 26] . Most smart devices are installed not with only motion sensors, but with other sensors such as various cameras, global positioning system (GPS), and microphones. Previous studies have been conducted focusing on privacy infringement using information from these sensors. For instance, [27] designed a Driver Detection System (DDS) that calculates the change values of the motion sensor of the smartphone to detect the vehicle driving direction. This system first detects the NFC (Near Field Communication) and audio of the firmware installed in the vehicle with the smartphone to detect the presence of the driver in the driver's seat nearby, and thereafter calculates the change values of motion sensors such as the accelerometer and gyroscope sensor to detect the driving speed and direction. In addition, the author of [28] injected malware that operates sensors into the smartphone to expose the privacy of user-based information leaked from sensors other than the motion sensor, that is, the microphone, GPS data, and camera.
One of the interesting and sensitive pieces of information attackers aim to obtain in the field of security threats is information on passwords or pin codes. Such pieces of information can be predicted by expanding keystroke threats that can predict acts of typing on the smartphone screen.
Studies conducted before the commercialization of smartwatches first used motion sensors to confirm the keystrokes on smartphones. Both studies [29, 30] utilized motion sensors to predict motions for typing on the virtual keyboard of a touch screen and used the degree of change from the gyroscope sensor and accelerometer sensors. The authors of [29] have particularly conducted experiments where the users did not type at a fixed location but did type on handheld smart devices, and additionally mentioned the relationship between vibration state and keystrokes in such cases, and the author of [30] compared results from gyroscope sensors with those from accelerometer sensors to show that gyroscope sensors were superior to accelerometer sensors in terms of precision.
Studies on keystrokes as such have been expanded to the prediction of passwords or pin codes. In [31] , the movements of motion sensors inside the smartphones were monitored by installing a Trojan application. The affected sensors were the gyroscope and accelerometer sensors, and the application learned behaviors such as the touch events of the user, and predicted the actions conducted by the user on the touch screen based on the learning. Password stealing was one of the experiments in the current study. The current study conducted the experiment while expanding PIN codes consisting only of numbers to four, six, and eight digits, and showed a prediction rate of 80%. The author of [32] uses only accelerometer sensors and predicts passwords with character strings rather pin codes consisting of numbers. The author predicted the passwords by dividing smartphone screens into certain rectangles in proportion to the sizes of the screens and calculating the distances to coordinate values being touched.
After smartwatches were commercialized, the threats of various keystrokes were demonstrated based on the movements of the smartwatch [33] [34] [35] [36] . For instance, studies that predicted the movements of the smartwatch to predict keyboard typing logs [33] or smartphone pin codes [34] were conducted. The author of [33] predicted English words typed on the keyboard of a desktop or laptop computer based on signals from motion sensors such as the smartwatch's accelerometer sensors and gyroscope sensors. The position of the wrist changed according to the position of alphabets on the keyboard and the degree of change, which was measured by the smart sensor's motion sensor, were used to predict the words being typed. Similarly, the author of [34] predicted PINs using motion sensors such as the accelerometer and gyroscope sensor, based on the movements of the smartwatch when the user entered the pin number of the smartphone after wearing a smartwatch. The pin number prediction of the relevant study adopted the random forest learning method, and the signals of the x-, y-, z-axes of the gyroscope and the accelerometer were used as features of the random forest learning. Similarly, the author of [35] also predicted pin numbers wearing a smartwatch. In the relevant study, the author made a 12-key number input device for pin number input by himself and predicted the pressed pin numbers through machine learning (deep learning). Our study was most similar to studies [34, 35] in that the purpose of the study was to predict passwords such as PINs pressed while wearing a smartwatch. However, studies [34, 35] predicted pin numbers based on machine learning. This means that the sensor values recorded in the smartwatch could be used again in learning, and the features used in learning could be also collected. Such processes mean that quite some effort and time should be spent in deriving predictable results. On the contrary, we predicted the passwords only through a series of calculation processes using only algorithms, without learning or feature collection, which naturally led to a reduction in the time and costs of prediction.
Conclusion
In the present paper, the threat of sufficient leakage of user's password patterns through the motion recognition sensors embedded in smartwatches that are prominent in wearable markets, was proved. Most smartwatches are provided with motion recognition sensors to expand the functionality and to overcome the limitations of hardware in smartwatches. However, users' passwords can be sufficiently leaked through these motion recognition sensors. Therefore, it can be said that, ironically, wearable devices such as smartwatches released for increasing speed and convenience, may be subject to security threats such as password pattern leakage, due to that fact that those wearable devices are worn by the users. In the present paper, passwords were predicted by collecting the patterns of passwords entered by users wearing a smartwatch using accelerometer sensors, which are motion recognition sensors. Basically, if the number of digits of passwords was assumed to be four, the number of cases of possible passwords is 10 4 = 1000. However, according to the method proposed in the present paper, three to eight passwords were predicted for each of the four-digit passwords depending on the overlapping numbers, showing a reduction rate for the number of cases, of 99%, and the predicted passwords showed high accuracy. In the current study, the experiment was expanded to predict passwords with more than four digits. In the results of this experiment, the reduction rate for the number of cases decreased as the number of digits of the passwords increased, or as the number of overlapping numbers of passwords decreased. This means that the information for the prediction of passwords increased as the number of numbers not overlapping increased. On the contrary, the method proposed in the present paper showed a limitation in that the number of cases did not decrease at all in the case of passwords consisting of only one number of one digit passwords. However, the above limitation could be overcome because bank users do not set their important passwords as a single number or a one-digit password, pursuant to the password protection policy [37] .
We plan to carry out future works with more extended scenarios. The password prediction system proposed in the present paper simply transmits the sensor values from the smartwatch to the connected smartphone, and the transmitted sensor values are again transmitted to the server connected to the smartphone. First, this may involve a weak point because it can be subject to spatial restriction in security threat scenarios, and we plan to overcome this weak point, because attackers wish to capture target information without being subject to spatial restriction. Therefore, their first goal is usually to steal the sensor values from the smartwatch within the smartphone, and secretly retransmit the sensor values from the smartphone to the cloud environment. Second, the user's act of transmitting sensor values may be a limitation. In the present paper, sensor values were transmitted assuming that the act of inputting passwords was a prototype, and the point of transmitting sensor values was set to the point of completion of transmission. However, the act of transmitting sensor values can be a limitation because such behaviors can sufficiently occur in everyday life. To overcome the foregoing, we plan to approach the issue with a reinforced scenario such as enabling the user to obtain sensor values only when the user conducts the act of entering the password near the relevant GPS address after storing the GPS values of the coordinates of the bank and ATM.
